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The paper is the extended abstract of dissertation which is concerned with the estimation of reliability for
the individual predictions of regression models (in contrast to estimating the accuracy of the whole model)
and with the use of sensitivity analysis in that area. The dissertation studies the ways of optimal reliability
estimate selection among 9 studied reliability estimates and evaluates the methodology on large number of
standard benchmark domain as well as on real domains.
Povzetek: Članek povzema doktorsko disertacijo, ki se ukvarja z ocenjevanjem zanesljivosti posameznih
regresijskih napovedi v strojnem učenju.

1 Introduction
The dissertation [1, 2, 3] discusses the reliability estimation of individual regression predictions in the field of supervised learning. In contrast with average measures for
the evaluation of model accuracy (e.g. mean squared error), the reliability estimates for individual predictions can
provide additional information which could be beneficial
for evaluating the usefulness of the prediction and possible
consequential actions.
Measuring the expected prediction error is very important in risk-sensitive areas where acting upon predictions
may have financial or medical consequences (e.g. medical
diagnosis, stock market, navigation, control applications).
In such areas, appropriate local accuracy measures may
provide additional necessary information about the prediction confidence. The described challenge is illustrated in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Reliability estimate for the whole regression
model (above) in contrast to reliability estimates for individual predictions (below).

The methods for reliability estimation of individual prediction can be either bound to a particular model formalism
[4] or be model-independent and therefore more general.
The dissertation focuses on the objective to develop a new
approach from the second group.

2 Reliability Estimates
The dissertation proposes 9 new individual prediction reliability estimates which are independent of the regression
model. Three of newly proposed estimates are developed
by adapting the sensitivity analysis [5] approach for the
use in supervised learning. To apply the principles of the
sensitivity analysis, we propose a framework for controlled
modification of the input (learning set) and outputs (regression predictions) in supervised learning setting. By making
minor modifications in the learning set we exploit the instabilities in predicted values and use them to compose reliability estimates. Six remaining estimates are either adapted
from related work (three estimates are generalized for use
with all 8 regression models), newly proposed using local error modeling approach (two estimates) or based on
linearly combining two individual estimates among former
(one estimate). The linear combination of estimates is performed for all combinations of eight individual estimates
by equally weighing (averaging) estimates in the combination. The best combined estimate was selected for further
evaluation.
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3 Automatic Selection of the Best
Estimate
We study the problem of the reliability estimate selection based on the given problem domain and the regression model. We discuss and define two possible solutions of this problem, based on meta-learning and internal
cross-validation approach. In the context of meta-learning
we propose a possible attribute description of the metalearning problem and define it as a classification problem,
where each class represents one of the 9 proposed reliability estimates. We also use the meta-classifier to explain
which estimate is optimal for the given model and domain
properties.
In the approach with internal cross-validation, we select such estimate for the use with the test examples which
achieved the best results on the separate subset of learning examples. This approach was tested in standard crossvalidation manner.

4 Results and Conclusion
The testing of reliability estimates was performed by correlating the estimates with the prediction error and by statistically evaluating the obtained correlations. For testing,
28 standard benchmark domains from publicly accessible
repositories and 8 regression models were used (regression trees, linear regression, neural networks, bagging, support vector regression, locally weighted regression, random
forests, generalized additive model). The testing results
showed usefulness of the proposed reliability estimates especially for the use with regression trees, where one of the
proposed estimates correlated with the prediction error in
86% of the testing domains. Both methods for automatic
selection of reliability estimates outperformed individual
estimates.
The individual estimates and both approaches for automatic selection of the optimal estimate were tested in a real
domain from the area of medical prognostics. The results
exhibited a significant number of correlations between the
reliability estimates and the prediction error in the majority
of tests. The statistical comparison of reliability estimates
to prediction evaluations of the medical experts showed
that our reliability estimates correlate to prediction error
with statistically equal correlation as the manual evaluations of the experts do. This results therefore showed the
potential of the proposed methodology in practice.
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